In this paper attention will be centered on those contractions which are frequently recognized in a conventional way in the written
Language. There are two main groups, the first of which can be called the nominal-and-auxiliary type, which is broadly subdivided into three kinds. First, when a nominal, especially a pronoun, is followed by a form of the verb ha beginning with a vowel, the vowel is dropped; so we have km and I Am, hg.tg and and so forth.
Second, when a nominal is followed by Hill or EaujA, Au, is represented by /11 and would by 'd. Third, when anominal is followed by some form of hal and that form of have is the first element of a verb phrase, the hg-is omitted and indicixced by an apostrophe in the written language. No contraction takes place if the form of kt, will or bug occupies final position; e.g., Igg, I gm cannot be contracted. But we don't shorten the expression in any obvious way by using the "contraction".
The phonological relationahip between hill.agt. and hasn't is parallel'to that between la n2t and isn't, Ego, n2s, and wersp';, gm Eat and dopsn'p, and so forth. This seems to argue in favor of the assumption that there is a regular phonological and morphological relationship between contracted and uncontracted expressions. The examples given so far show that, phonologically and morphological/y at least, contractions may be derived independently of the uncontracted forms they are thought to be variants of. The next step is to show that contractions are not always semantically equivalent to uncontracted expressions which seem similar. Many of you will recall immediately the distinction between let's and
111, Imo
Imagine that a fourth-grade teacher has her best pupils divided into two teams to help her with various classroom Chores.
At the end of the week Miss Jones is going to have one of the teams wash the blackbOards, a job they all. like. As she is trying to decide whidh team to dhoose, the youngsters wave their hands and plead Lat us la it, teacher, please! in contrast to ,Letls Kula tbs hilgy.board.
Earlier the importance of stress in dealing with the subject of contractions was mentioned. The importance is semantic. In a colloquial situation, when a speaker chooses to use an uncon.w tracted alternative, he most often does so because he wants to use the auxiliary or the negative adverb as a stress carrier.
Compare these two groups of sentences:
I.
I'll see him tomorrow.
You'll be there by nine o'clock.
Gladys didn't return the book.
I'm going out.
I will see him tomorrow.
You will report to Captain Brinkley at 800 hours.
Gladya.did not return.the book.
*I am going out tonight. 
And young George
Washington would seem much more plausible if he had said I can't Val 1.24.11 1220
The third and final point of this paper is that some contractions fill syntactic slots which are not adequately filled by their.
uncontracted relatives. La fact, it's sometimes hard to identify these relatives.
La the seritence mg, is Bei equivalent to EA bEg or Ng, iv It doesn't really matter, because we can say They've ggng or They're gone, assualing that Iblz refers to some ,form of animal life. The point is that the contraction is used without a precise conscious awareness of an underlying equivalent.
Similarly, one of the main reasons why the question of choosing bewteen shall and will has become so academic is that we seldom 
